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The Lived Experience
Background: Sense of belonging is essential for nursing students to develop and grow within the nursing profession. Unfortunately, incivility threatens the sense of belonging in nursing students. Purpose: The purpose of this cross-sectional study is to determine the relationship between staff nurse incivility and undergraduate nursing students’ sense of belonging in nursing school, describe the presence of incivility in minority undergraduate nursing students, and determine how semester in the nursing program and weight are associated with incivility and sense of belonging. 

Baumeister and Leary’s (1995) need to belong theory was chosen as the framework for this study. Methods: A convenience sample of 123 junior and senior nursing students from two nursing schools in New Mexico were recruited to participate in this study. The concepts were measured using the Uncivil Behavior in Clinical Nursing Education...
(UBCNE) and Sense of Belonging in Nursing School (SBNS) surveys. Correlation coefficient, descriptive statistics, Fisher r-to-z transformation, 95% confidence intervals were calculated. Results: One-hundred and twenty-three pre-licensure undergraduate nursing students completed the study, resulting in 44.7% response rate. The results showed a statistically significant, inverse correlation between the UBCNE and SBNS. However, there was no association between staff nurse incivility and undergraduate nursing student sense of belonging among the cohort. Of the minority undergraduate nursing students, American Indian or Alaskan Native students reported the highest mean frequency of incivility. There was no significant difference noted between correlations based on level in the program or body mass index. Discussion: This was the first study to assess the relationship between staff nurse incivility and undergraduate nursing students’ sense of belonging in nursing school. As the experience of incivility increased in the clinical environment, the overall sense of belonging in nursing school decreased. Yet, staff nurse incivility was not associated with sense of belonging in the cohort, highlighting the impact of acceptance in the students’ social group. Conclusion: This study reported the relationship between incivility and sense of belonging in the nursing profession. The findings of this study may be useful for nursing educators, nursing students, staff nurses, and healthcare organizations who facilitate clinical experiences for nursing students.

Assessment of Advanced Practice Nursing Students’ Perceptions and Expectations of Clinical Experiences, and Factors that Lead to Future Careers in Rural Health

The Future of Nursing explores how nurses' roles, responsibilities, and education should change significantly to meet the increased demand for care that will be created by health care reform and to advance improvements in America's increasingly complex health system. At more than 3 million in number, nurses make up the single largest segment of the health care workforce. They also spend the greatest amount of time in delivering patient care as a profession. Nurses therefore have valuable insights and unique abilities to contribute as partners with other health care professionals in
improving the quality and safety of care as envisioned in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) enacted this year. Nurses should be fully engaged with other health professionals and assume leadership roles in redesigning care in the United States. To ensure its members are well-prepared, the profession should institute residency training for nurses, increase the percentage of nurses who attain a bachelor's degree to 80 percent by 2020, and double the number who pursue doctorates. Furthermore, regulatory and institutional obstacles -- including limits on nurses' scope of practice -- should be removed so that the health system can reap the full benefit of nurses' training, skills, and knowledge in patient care. In this book, the Institute of Medicine makes recommendations for an action-oriented blueprint for the future of nursing.

**Clinical Experiences for Baccalaureate Nursing Students**

**Nursing Education in the Clinical Setting**

"Qualitative Research in Nursing is a user-friendly text that systematically provides a sound foundation for understanding a wide range of qualitative research methodologies, including triangulation. It approaches nursing education, administration, and practice and gives step-by-step details to instruct students on how to implement each approach. Features include emphasis on ethical considerations and methodological triangulation, instrument development and software usage; critiquing guidelines and questions to ask when evaluating aspects of published research; and tables of published research that offer resources for further reading"--Provided by publisher.

**Clinical Experience in Nurse Education**
Integrating Clinical Experiences Into Classroom Education

Instructor's Manual to Accompany The Practice of Nursing Research: Conduct, Critique and Utilization, Third Edition

Clinical Teaching Strategies in Nursing, Fourth Edition

The Nursing Student's Guide to Clinical Success is the perfect resource for undergraduate nursing students entering the clinical side of their education. This text helps students better understand their role as a health care provider by preparing them for what they will encounter on the clinical floor in hospital or other health care setting. The first text of its kind, this shows students how to get the most out of a clinical experience."

A Qualitative Study of Nursing Student Experiences of Clinical Practice

Clinical Instruction & Evaluation: A Teaching Resource

The Future of Nursing
Teaching nursing students in a clinical setting with patients differs greatly from teaching in a classroom. It can be a daunting task if one is not prepared and mentored. This book provides a concise and accessible guide for nursing instructors leading students in the healthcare agency for the first time, as well as experienced educators who are interested in exploring new teaching strategies. It covers many aspects of the clinical instructor role including: meeting the nurse manager organizing and documenting your clinical day creating clinical student assignments objectively evaluating student's individual performance acknowledging diversity and inclusiveness tracking progress and handling student errors. In addition, the book discusses some of the more complex issues surrounding the role of the clinical instructor such as accountability for nursing care, documentation and medication administration carried out by students. The book features numerous forms and charts to assist in organizing and managing the teaching experience, as well as situational scenarios to help prepare instructors for unique situations that arise during the clinical experience. Written by authors with extensive experience in clinical care and teaching, this book will be an invaluable guide for all clinical nursing instructors, both novice and experienced. Examples of tools in the book and online downloadable forms to support an organized clinical experience for a new instructor accompany this publication.

**Essentials of Nursing Research**

2007 AJN Book of the Year Award Winner Nursing Education in the Clinical Setting provides a practical approach to clinical nursing instruction. Although grounded in adult learning theory, this unique resource provides practical suggestions and addresses common questions and issues. The text incorporates illustrative scenarios, discussion questions, and reflection exercises designed to facilitate thoughtful application of the content. Addresses the role transition for a nurse with clinical expertise to that of clinical nursing instructor. Provides important tips for effectively appraising student performance such as student involvement in self-evaluation and goal setting, and suggestions for how evaluation and appraisal are shared with the student. Incorporates sample scenarios to illustrate
concepts and allow the reader to apply them. Integrates discussion questions and exercises designed to facilitate thoughtful application and critical thinking skills. Addresses all aspects of learning, including "cognitive" (e.g., critical thinking), "affective" (e.g., caring), and "psychomotor" (e.g., technical skills). Provides actual examples of tools to be used for documenting student performance and approaches for stimulating student involvement and critical thinking. Includes a separate chapter on Clinical Faculty as Clinical Coach that discusses how learning is facilitated in the clinical setting with the guidance of an effective teacher. Features a Clinical Toolbox that contains a variety of supplemental resources, including sample approaches for teaching and evaluation, suggestions for preparing anecdotal notes, and relevant reference material. Incorporates issues related to computer access of patient data banks for students, and the federal regulations mandated by HIPAA and their clinical education implications.

Lippincott Clinical Experiences: Community, Public, and Population Health Nursing Standalone Version

The Annual Review of Nursing Education addresses trends, new developments, and innovations in nursing education over the past year. Chapters provide practical information and new ideas that educators and administrators can use in their own nursing programs. Volume 6 looks at such intriguing topics as innovations in clinical teaching and evaluation, partnerships for clinical teaching, selecting clinical sites, how students view their clinical experience, grade inflation in nursing, and using case studies for promoting critical thinking, among others.

The Impact of Academic-clinical Partnerships on the Experiences of Nursing Students, Staff and Faculty
Reflective Practice in Nursing

THE #1 Drug Guide for nurses & other clinicians always dependable, always up to date! Look for these outstanding features: Completely updated nursing-focused drug monographs featuring 3,500 generic, brand-name, and combination drugs in an easy A-to-Z format NEW 32 brand-new FDA-approved drugs in this edition, including the COVID-19 drug remdesivir—tabbed and conveniently grouped in a handy “NEW DRUGS” section for easy retrieval NEW Thousands of clinical updates—new dosages and indications, Black Box warnings, genetic-related information, adverse reactions, nursing considerations, clinical alerts, and patient teaching information Special focus on U.S. and Canadian drug safety issues and concerns Photoguide insert with images of 439 commonly prescribed tablets and capsules

BSN Nursing Students' Anxiety Regarding Clinical Experiences

So You Want to Teach Clinical?

Qualitative Research in Nursing

The purpose of this qualitative study was to investigate and describe nursing students' and clinical instructors' understandings of critical thinking and to discover which clinical experiences were significant in allowing students to develop critical thinking abilities. Interpretive qualitative methodology was used to explore students' and instructors' perceptions of critical thinking experiences that occurred during clinical education. Data were obtained from 11
student participants and 4 instructor participants using responses to prompts defining critical thinking experiences and follow-up interviews. There were three overarching findings from this study: (a) students and instructors described similar characteristics of clinical experiences that were significant in developing critical thinking including complex situations warranting independent identification, interpretation, and decision making by students; (b) students and instructors described critical thinking as the ability to process an unclear situation, understand the significance of the context, and know what to do next; and (c) students and instructors revealed a disconnect regarding instructor significance and role during clinical experiences. The findings of this study have demonstrated the importance of clinical experiences and preparing for them and debriefing after them for students and the development of their critical thinking. Implications for nursing education include the need to implement certain strategies that maximize critical thinking experiences in the clinical setting, the need for education and training for clinical instructors, and the need for improved discourse between students and instructors regarding clinical experiences.

**Teaching in Nursing and Role of the Educator**

New graduate nurses must be prepared to practice competently with adequate clinical judgment in an environment where best practices in healthcare are constantly evolving in an effort to ensure patient safety and positive patient outcomes. The focus on restructuring nursing education to improve nurse competency and preparedness for practice has been a key component. High fidelity simulation (HFS) is a pedagogical tool gaining popularity in nursing education as it has been recognized that HFS would train novice practitioners, build problem solving, and crisis management, which would reduce the incidence of medical errors; thereby, improving patient safety (IOM, 1999). The purpose of this study was to examine how making a mistake in simulation impacts the clinical experiences of nursing students. Using a qualitative approach, the researcher conducted two focus groups of undergraduate Bachelors of Science in Nursing (BSN) students to ask questions about their experiences in simulation and in clinical. Content analysis of focus group responses indicate that students learn from the mistakes they make in simulation and
Mistakes serve a purpose in the learning process of nursing students. Specifically, mistakes in simulation can prevent mistakes in high stakes clinical situations.

**Nursing**

Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to explore the impact of academic-clinical partnerships on the clinical education experiences of undergraduate nursing students, staff nurses, and clinical faculty. Design: An integrative literature review was conducted using 12 research studies that examined academic-clinical partnerships in healthcare education. Etienne Wenger’s concept of communities of practice was used as the framework for the review. Methods: Studies from peer-reviewed journals published between 2011 and 2015 were included in the literature review. The studies were retrieved from an online database using the search terms “academic partnership,” “clinical partnership,” “nurse education,” “collaboration” and “clinical model.” The findings from the literature review were grouped according to common themes. Findings: Academic-clinical partnerships were shown to result in student, staff and faculty satisfaction. They were also found to make the clinical learning experience more valuable and realistic. Conclusion: The findings suggested that academic-clinical partnerships positively influence nursing student, staff and faculty satisfaction. They also afforded a valuable and contextual learning experience. Relevance to Nursing Education: As the nursing profession continues to evolve parallel to the needs of modern-day healthcare, organizations such as the Institute of Medicine have called for a transformation in the delivery of nursing education. Academic-clinical partnerships have been identified as a means to provide more satisfactory and comprehensive learning experiences.

**Nursing Students' Perceptions of Anxiety-producing Clinical Experiences**

Nursing student's experiences of their clinical practice provide greater insight to develop an effective clinical teaching
strategy in nursing education. The main objective of this study was to investigate student nurses' experience about their clinical practice. The result of this study showed that nursing students were not satisfied with the clinical component of their education. They experienced anxiety as a result of feeling incompetent and lack of professional nursing skills and knowledge to take care of various patients in the clinical setting. The backmatter of the book contains a few articles concerning the merits of open access publishing.

**Cumulative Record of Clinical Experience of Basic Nursing**

**Nursing2022 Drug Handbook**

**Emotional Intelligence in Intensive Clinical Experiences for Nursing Students**

**Defining Critical Thinking Experiences of Senior Nursing Students**

This eighth edition of Essentials of Nursing Research, written by AJN award-winning authors, along with its accompanying Study Guide for Essentials of Nursing Research, student learning ancillaries, and instructor teaching materials present a unique learning teaching package that is designed to teach students how to read and critique research reports, and to appreciate the application of research findings to nursing practice. New to this edition: New text organization with separate sections on quantitative and qualitative research offer greater continuity of ideas to better meet the needs of students and faculty. New online chapter supplements for every chapter expand student's...
knowledge of research topics New chapter on mixed methods research, which involves the blending of qualitative and quantitative data in a single inquiry, responds to the surge of interest in this type of research. Increased emphasis on evidence-based practice (EBP) especially in the areas of asking well-worded questions for EBP and searching for such evidence guides the reader from theory to application. Enhanced assistance for instructors with numerous suggestions on how to make learning about and teaching research methods more rewarding.

**Undergraduate Nursing Students' Clinical Experiences in Rural and Remote Areas**

Named a 2013 Doody's Core Title and Essential Purchase! Praise for the Third Edition: "I recommend this book as an introduction to new educators involved in clinical teaching." - Journal for Nurses in Staff Development The fourth edition of this highly acclaimed text continues to provide a comprehensive framework for planning, guiding, and evaluating learning activities for graduate and undergraduate nursing students in numerous clinical settings. A respected resource for clinical faculty, it addresses the distinct requirements of clinical learning as opposed to classroom learning and provides proven strategies to maximize clinical education. The revision features expanded content on teaching graduate students, regulatory issues affecting distance education, and the use of social media. It covers establishing and using dedicated education units (DEUs), the challenges of student access to electronic health records and documentation of care, and reducing the demands of clinical staff members when multiple students rotate through a particular setting. Additionally, this edition provides guidelines for using preceptors, evaluating multimedia, and observing students in practice; sample observation guidelines, learning assignments, and clinical learning activities; and sample policies for clinical evaluation and adherence to professional conduct standards. It includes the latest revisions of the NCLEX test plan and the AACN Essentials guidelines for nursing education. The instructor's manual, which includes learning activities for each chapter and teaching suggestions, and PowerPoint presentations accompany the text. New to the Fourth edition: Two completely new chapters: the first "Developing Clinical Learning Sites," and the second "Pedagogical Technologies for Clinical Education" Expanded approaches for meeting the clinical needs of
A Knowledge Comparison of Baccalaureate Nursing Students

Nursing Student's Guide to Clinical Success

Print+CourseSmart

The Effect of High-fidelity Human Patient Simulation on Stress Levels of Associate Degree Novice Nursing Students

Learning from Their Mistakes

Nursing students have identified the clinical learning environment as one of the most stress producing components of their nursing education. Past research has shown high levels of stress can lead to decreased learning, affect clinical performance, increase clinical errors, and threaten physical or psychiatric wellbeing. The primary responsibilities of
nurse educators are to help students effectively cope with their initial stress and facilitate student learning by applying the knowledge they gain in the classroom to the clinical environment. To allow students the opportunity to integrate theory into practice, the use of high-fidelity human patient simulation is becoming more widely accepted in nursing education as an instructional methodology. This study demonstrated a relationship between the use of high-fidelity human patient simulation and the reduction of stress levels in novice nursing students that has not been previously reported in the literature. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of high-fidelity human patient simulation on the stress levels of associate degree novice nursing students prior to their first clinical experience. Fifty-five associate degree nursing students from one technical college tested the hypothesis that novice nursing students who receive practice on a high-fidelity simulator prior to their first clinical day will experience less stress and increased client system stability than those novice student nurses who do not. This study used a quasi-experimental, pretest-posttest comparison group research design to examine self-reported stress levels on the Student Stress and Coping Inventory Clinical Experiences subscale (SSCI). Control group participants attended two clinical days in a skilled nursing facility on a long-term care unit. Intervention group participants attended a simulated clinical experience with a high-fidelity human patient simulator followed by a clinical day at the same skilled nursing facility as the control participants. The Betty Neuman Systems Model was used to investigate whether a simulated first day clinical experience will perform as a primary prevention as intervention method on system stability to reduce stressor reaction and protect the flexible line of defense for associate degree novice nursing students. Study results confirmed the hypothesis and revealed that intervention participants who did not report any experience in healthcare and participants who reported no employment in healthcare identified significantly lower levels of stress on their SSCI posttests compared to control group participants whose posttest stress scores increased. Preparation using a simulated first day clinical experience with a high-fidelity mannequin demonstrated to be a primary prevention as intervention method and increased novice nursing student system stability. Research findings confirmed a significant difference in overall mean stress scores between the intervention and control group participants who did not report any experience in healthcare and those who were not employed in healthcare. Control group participants reported higher stress scores
following their initial clinical experience whereas intervention participants reported a decrease in stress following a simulated first day clinical experience and their first clinical day.

**Case study scenario and simulation**

Nursing Student Engagement: Enhancing, Maintaining, Exceeding by Kathleen F. Hudson RN, MSN, MBA Nursing students' sense of engagement in both classroom and clinical settings set the stage for their future functioning within complex health care settings. Nursing students with a sound sense of engagement will have depth and resourcefulness to engage, maintain, and exceed within the demanding nursing roles they will face. This text highlights engagement’s evolution within nursing, along with providing classroom and clinical engagement strategies. This is followed engagement and ethics, and concludes with the future of engagement within nursing practice.

**Reflection on Practice by Nursing Students During Early Clinical Experiences**

Would you like to develop some strategies to manage knowledge deficits, near misses and mistakes in practice? Are you looking to improve your reflective writing for your portfolio, essays or assignments? Reflective practice enables us to make sense of, and learn from, the experiences we have each day and if nurtured properly can provide skills that will you come to rely on throughout your nursing career. Using clear language and insightful examples, scenarios and case studies the third edition of this popular and bestselling book shows you what reflection is, why it is so important and how you can use it to improve your nursing practice. Key features: · Clear and straightforward introduction to reflection directly written for nursing students and new nurses · Full of activities designed to build confidence when using reflective practice · Each chapter is linked to relevant NMC Standards and Essential Skills Clusters
Clinical Instruction and Evaluation: A Teaching Resource, Third Edition is designed to guide instructors through the learning process by providing clinical nurses with the theoretical background and practical tools necessary to succeed as a clinical nursing instructor. The theory used to support the practice of clinical education is presented in a straightforward, easy-to-understand manner. This text offers approaches to structuring clinical experiences for students, evaluating student performance, and solving problems encountered in clinical settings. The Third Edition has been completely revised and updated and now includes a larger focus on teaching people from other cultures and traditions as well as the critical issues around the nursing shortage. The nursing shortage has increased the demand for nursing educators and as a result, nursing programs are now turning to clinically expert nurses to play a role in the educational process. Clinical Instruction and Evaluation helps the clinical nurse make a smooth transition to nurse instructor. Key Features: Emphasizes the clinical component of the faculty role Employs a practical approach to make the process of teaching in the complex clinical area accessible Chapters can be used independently allowing instructors to use content creatively without being bound by the organization of the text Unique focus on the interpersonal relationship between the instructor and student found in specific chapters (15 &16) as well as throughout the text Provides concrete examples for instructors to leverage in the classroom to elicit critical thinking and clinical judgment responses from students"

Be Resilient

The state-of-the-art concept-based, student-centered introduction to nursing: first of three volumes, focused on 21 indispensable biophysical concepts. Today, nurses must be able to transfer their knowledge to new situations, and stay current with new disorders, treatments, and evidence-based practice. Nursing: A Concept--Based Approach to
Online Library Clinical Experiences Of Nursing Students At A Selected Learning, Volume I, Second Edition will help them achieve all these goals. Its concept-based approach requires students to participate actively, assume more responsibility for their knowledge, integrate concepts, apply information, and use clinical reasoning. Instead of memorizing thousands of alterations, students gain in-depth knowledge of selected alterations, and learn how to apply that knowledge as new challenges and client presentations come their way. The first of two volumes, this fully-updated Volume I focuses on 21 crucial biophysical concepts: acid-base balance; cellular regulation; comfort; digestion; elimination; fluids/electrolytes; health, wellness, and illness; immunity; infection; inflammation; intracranial regulation; metabolism; mobility; nutrition; oxygenation; perfusion; perioperative care; sensory perception; sexuality; thermoregulation, and tissue integrity. These concepts are illuminated with nearly 100 exemplars covering the entire lifespan. CONSISTENT PEDAGOGY FOR IMPROVED KNOWLEDGE RETENTION: The textbook series has an updated concept-level template that presents each concept and exemplar in the same manner: Each CONCEPT follows the following template: Normal Presentation - Developmental Considerations - Alterations - Related Concepts - Physical Assessment - Diagnostic Tests - Interventions & Therapies Each EXEMPLAR follows the following template: Overview - Pathophysiology and Etiology - Clinical Manifestations and Therapies - Nursing Process - Nursing Care Plan - Relate and Reflect Teaching and Learning Experience This concept-based, student-centered text will help nurses master the essential biophysical concepts of nursing, and apply critical thinking to deepen and extend this knowledge throughout their nursing careers. Concept-based approach helps students synthesize today's most important nursing concepts, and extend their knowledge as new evidence and standards of practice arise: Replaces rote memorization with a deeper understanding of the most crucial concepts, supported with exceptionally relevant and useful examples, and the critical thinking skills needed to extend them Up-to-date, thorough coverage of the 21 most crucial biophysical concepts every nurse should understand: Shows how core concepts recur throughout multiple body systems and alterations, providing a foundation for students to extend their learning throughout their careers Multiple pedagogical features to promote more effective learning: State-of-the-art teaching features make key concepts more accessible and intuitively understandable NEW! The cover of the textbook no longer references North Carolina which reflects the more nationally-focused approach in the second edition NEW!
More equal distribution of content between volumes 1 and 2 so that there is no longer such a significant difference in the sizes of each volume. Reproduction and psycho-social concepts are now printed in volume 2. NEW! "Concepts Related To" tables appear in each module and demonstrate for students how concepts are integrated. NEW! Case Studies appear in each module. Modules in Parts I -- III contain a three-part longitudinal case study to help students apply the content. NEW! Community-Based Care features are designed to show how nurses can help their clients manage their care in the community. THREE (3) NEW CONCEPTS: NUTRITION PERIOPERATIVE CARE DIGESTION, includes the following exemplars: -Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease -Hepatitis -Malabsorption Disorders -Pancreatitis -Pyloric Stenosis SIX (6) NEW EXEMPLARS: Diabetes in Children (in METABOLISM Concept) Adjustment Disorder with Depressed Mood (In the MOOD AND AFFECT Concept) The Nursing Plan of Care and Prioritizing Care (In CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING Concept) Groups and Group Communication (in the COMMUNICATION Concept) Just Culture in the module on Legal Issues Safety Considerations Across the Life Span and Workplace Safety (in SAFETY Concept)

Annual Review of Nursing Education, Volume 6, 2008

The Lived Experience of Nursing Students With Formative Assessment Formally Embedded in Clinical Courses

Thinking Like a Nurse

The changes in the healthcare environment, safety concerns of the practice setting and patient acuity has supported
reform and research to identify areas for improvement (IOM, 2001, 2003). The Carnegie Foundation's Educating Nurses, A Call for Radical Transformation (Benner, P., Sutphen, M., Leonard, V. and Day, L., 2010) explored the state of American nursing education. Among the findings are: patient safety issues, higher patient acuity, the increased complexity of nurse's work, shortages of nursing faculty and clinical learning sites, the current and predicted shortages of registered nurses, and the chaotic, fragmented hospital work environment. The call to action is to improve patient care through transforming the education of undergraduate nursing students. This study is a qualitative exploration of how nursing students develop practice knowledge in their undergraduate clinical experience. Clinical practice knowledge development is explored using the epistemological concepts of the discipline of nursing- empirics, aesthetics, ethics and personal knowing as described by Carper (1978), unknowing by Munhall (1984) and sociopolitical knowing as described by White (1995). The study utilized individual interviews exploring the learning processes of developing nursing practice knowledge by undergraduate baccalaureate nursing students from UMASS at Amherst who have had clinical experiences in both a Dedicated Education Unit (DEU) and non-DEU clinical settings. Change in the education of nurses must be guided by research to support best practices. Clinical education is a crucial aspect of the practice development of student nurses. The development of nursing knowledge comes together in a model of Synergistic Clinical Education, incorporating the identified attributes supporting learning: the student, learning environments and relationships. This study supports the utilization of Dedicated Education Units as a clinical education model providing an optimal learning environment in which the development of nursing knowledge and clinical practice is more likely to happen than in any other clinical experience setting. Keywords: knowledge development, nursing students, clinical learning

Clinical Experiences Nurse Anesthesia Students Find Most and Least Beneficial at Three Stages of Clinical Education
For many nursing students, the classroom and clinical experience represent two different learning environments. The disconnect between classroom and clinical learning also parallels an important professional need--bridging students' transitions from nursing school to professional practice (Benner, Sutphen, Leonard, & Day, 2010; Institute of Medicine, 2011). Utilization of an unfolding case study (UCS) in the classroom setting allows the students to participate in a realistic, complex, problem centered activity while learning to think like a nurse. The purpose of this study was to address the challenge to improve teaching and learning by integrating clinical experiences into classroom education (Benner, et al., 2010; IOM, 2011). Although unfolding case studies have been used in nursing pedagogy, there is little empirical research in nursing education to support this interactive teaching strategy. In fact, there are no research studies in nursing that test transfer of knowledge with the use of an UCS in the classroom setting. This quantitative study examined the effects of an UCS on undergraduate nursing students learning outcomes. This intervention study took place in a naturalistic setting comparing a traditional slide lecture (n = 83) to an UCS (n = 98) by testing learning outcomes with the use of a pretest, posttest, and transfer test. A student perception survey was also administered after each teaching session. This study begins to address the gap in the literature by examining learning outcomes and transfer of knowledge. The results of the 2 x 3 repeated measures analysis of variance reveal that students in the UCS group learned at a similar rate as the lecture group. Neither group demonstrated transfer of knowledge on the transfer test. The one-way analysis of variance performed on the survey results revealed that students in both the UCS and lecture group felt that the teaching session was more aligned with the clinical setting than the reading assignment given prior to the teaching session. However, the UCS group did not identify their teaching session with the clinical setting at a significantly higher rate than the lecture group.